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By the end of 1942. Axis Forces in 
Yorth Africa were being slowly squeezed 
back into Tunisia by the combined armies 
of the United States and Great Britain. In 
January 1943, U.S. President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and British Prime Minister 
Winston S. Churchill met with the Allied 
Combined Chiefs of Staff in the Moroccan 
port city of Casablanca to plan their next 
move. 

American strategists Favored 
concentrating on a cross-Channel 
offensive and viewed any other course of 
action as a distraction from the main goal. 
Churchill on the other hand, felt that a 
campaign against Italy, 'the soft 
underbelly of Europe' as he called it, might 
help knock Italy out of the war and divert 
some German forces from the Russian 
Front. As the Allies were in no position to 
launch amajor offensive in France in 1943 
and in order to maintain the initiative, it 
was decided to invade Sicily as soon as lhe 
.Ixis Forces in North Africa were defeated. 
American General Dwight D. Eisenhower 
was named Supreme Commander and a 
target date was set in early July 1943. 

The plan called for the British Eighth 
Army, under General Sir Bernard L. 
Montgomery, to land near Pachino on the 
south east corner of the island, with the 
Brilish Sth, 50th and 51st Infantry 
Divisions, Ihe Canadian 1st Infantry 
Division and two Royal Marine 
Commando units. The American Seventh 
Army, under Lieutenant General George S. 
Patton, with the U.S. 1st. 3rd and 45th 
Infantry Divisions followed by the 2nd 
Armored Division, would land on the 
British left flank, near Gela. 

Operation 'Husky', as i t  was called, 
would be the largest amphibious landing in 
history, using 3,300 vessels of all types to 
ferry more than 80,000 troops, 7,000 
vehicles, 300 trucks, 600 tanks and 900 
artillery pieces irom ports in North Africa, 
Great Britain and the United States. The 
invasion would be preceded by the largest 
Allied airborne operation of the war 
carrying almost 4,600 men in 222 planes 
and 144 gliders. 

The Italians had about 200,000 troops 
stationed on the island in five coastal 
divisions and four poorly equipped 
infantry divisions, the Aosta, Napoli, 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Assietta and Livo~no Divisions. They were 
reinforced by some 30,000 German troops 
in the well trained and equipped 
15.Panzer-Grenadier-Division, under 
Generalmajor Eberhard Rodt and Panzer- 
Division 'Hermann Goring', under 
Generalleutnant Paul Conrath, supported 
by 17 Tiger 1's from 2.1s.Pz.Abt.504. 

The landings took place in the early 
morning hours of 10 July 1943. The 
British, landing near Syracuse, took the 
port on the first day. The Americans, 
landing in the Gela sector faced some stiff 
opposition when the Italian Livorno 
Division counterattacked with Panzer- 
Division 'Hermanu Goring', the Italians 
actually reaching Gela before they were 
repulsed. Under intense naval gunfire, the 
Italian and Gelman forces fell back. A 
coordinated attack the next day brought 
Panzer-Division 'Hermann Goring' to 
within 2,000 yards of the American 
beachhead before they again withdrew 
under a storm of combined artillery and 
naval gunfire. 

On 12-14 July, FJR 3 and I. and 
III./FJR 4 were parachuted into Sicily to 
reinforce the Gelmail positions in the 
Catania ai-ea. They were later followed by 
29.Panzer-Grenadier-Division under 
Generdl~ndjor Walter Fries, equipped with 
43 StuG.111, who were ferried over from 
the mainland. 

On 25 July, as the battle for Sicily 
raged on, Benito Mussolini was an-ested 
and control of the government was tumed 
over to Marshal Badoglio, who 
immediately began secret negotiations for 
an armistice. During the following weeks, 
the German defenders were gradually 
pushed back towards Messina, where, 
during the nights of 10 and l l August, 34 
Panzers and 44 StuG.111 and one remaining 
Tiger were evacuated by ferry to the Italian 
mainland. On 17 August 1943, the U.S. 1st 
Infantry Division entered Messina ending 
the battle for Sicily. In all, 118 of the 217 
Panzers and Sturmgeschiitz sent to Sicily 
were lost. 

In August 1943, Hitler also ordered 
SS-Panzer-Grenadier-Division 'LSSAH' 
transferred to norther11 Italy f i o ~ n  the 
Eastern Front to bolster German forces 
there. Leaving all their equipment behind, 
they were re-equipped with new 

Pz.Kpfw.IV's and P2.Kpfw.V Panthers 
along with 27 Tiger 1's of the newly 
foi-med schwere SS-Panzer-Abteilung of 
1.SS-Panzer-Ko~ps 'Leibstanddrte'. The 
reformed 24.Panzer-Division was also 
transferred to central Italy in August 1943. 

Encouraged by their progress on 
Sicily, in mid-July Allied strategists began 
to plan the assault on the Italian mainland 
at Salerno. Mussolini's arrest further 
increased the Allies optimism and General 
Eisenhower was instructed to urgently 
prepare plans for the operation. 

Although the British Eighth Army had 
crossed the Strait of Messina on 3 
September, 1943 landing near Reggio, the 
main attacks did not take place until 9 
September 1943. Code named Operation 
'Avalanche', the U.S. Fifth Army landed at 
Salerno on the Italian mainland with the 
British X and U.S. VI Corps. At the same 
time, the BI-itish 1st Airborne landed at 
Taranto. 

At this time, southern Italy was 
defended by the Gelman l0.Armee under 
General der Panzertruppe Heinrich van 
Vietinghoff. His command included 
56.Armeekorps with 29.Panzer-Gren a d '  ler- 
Division, 26.Panzer-Division and 
16.Panzer-Division; 16.Panzerkorps with 
15.Panzer-Grenadier-Division and 
1 .Fallschirmjager-Division and 
11.Fliegerkorps with 2.Fallschirmjiger- 
Division and 3.Panzer-Grenadier-Division. 
Generalfeldmarschall Albcrt Kesselring 
was overall commander of all Gennan 
forces in the south of Italy. 

The landings came as no surprise to 
16.Panzer-Division, the only Gerinail 
division stationed in the Salerno area. The 
German High Command had considered 
Salerno to be a likely landing site and 
16.Panzer-Division bad just completed 
anti-invasion maneuvers in the area and 
several static defenses had been set up. 
Against stiff opposition, the Allies slowly 
began consolidating the beachhead. In the 
early morning light, a large force of 
Pz.Kpfw.IV's from 16.Panzer-Division 
made the first large-scale attack against the 
U.S. 36th Division north of Paestum. It 
was not until after noon that the attack was 
repulsed and the American troops took 
lheir initial objectives some four miles 
inland. 



Von Vietinghoff 01-del-ed 26.Panzer- 
Division and 2Y.Panzer-Grenadier- 
Division to break off contact with the 
advancing British Eighth Army and rush 
north to Salerno. He also ordered Panzer- 
Division 'Hermann Goring' and 
15.Panzer-Grenadier-Division, who were 
resting and refitting in the Naples area 
after their withdrawal from Sicily, 
dispatched south to block any Allied 
attempt to advance toward Naples. 
Kesselring requested two Panzer- 
Divisions From 14.Arlnee stationed in 
northem Italy, be transferred south to meet 
the Allied threat, hut Hitler refused the 
request. 

The Germans launched a major 
counter-attack against the American 
positions all along the front on 13 
September. The situation became critical 
when German tanks swept to within two 
miles of the beach. Having committed 
their reserves, the Allies were short of 
reinforcements and Montgomery's Eighth 
Army was still almost 120 miles a\\la)-. 
Every man who could hold a gun was put 
into the line and furious astillep fire 
poured into the German positions. The 
attack faltered and by sunset. the Germans 
had pulled back. Meanwhile. General 
Clark, concerned about the tenuous 
American positions, made plans for them 
to be evacuated by sea to the British sector. 
Fortunately, during the evening, 
reinforcements arrived when 1,300 men 
from the 82nd Airborne dropped into the 
American sector followed by parts of the 
U.S. 45th Infantry Division and British 7th 
Annoured Division by landing craft in the 
early morning. Another Gennan aWack was 
beaten off the next day and the situation 
began to improve for the Allies as 
reinforcements continued to pour in. 
Finally, on 18 September, after nine days 
of fighting, the Gennar~s pulled back from 
the beachhead in an organized withdrawal 
to a new defensive position in the northern 
Apennines. By the time Montgomery's 
Eighth Army linked up wilh the invasion 
forces, the fighting was largely over. 

With the beachhead at Salerno 
secured, the Allies attention turned to 
Naples. The U.S. Fifth Army would 
advance along the west and capture the 
port of Naples while the British Eighth 
.\m> attacked toward Foggia on the 
eastsrn side of the Apennines. The 
mountainous ternin favored the defender 

and the Germans became experts at 
demolishing bridges along the narrow, 
winding roads and setting up small rear 
guard forces to impede the Allied advance. 
This gave the Germans two weeks to 
completely dismantle and remove or 
destroy anything that may be helpful to the 
Allies. Railroads and buildings were 
dynamited clogging the streets with rubble 
and ships were sunk and cranes 
demolished in the harbor making it 
useless. Within a month though, the port 
was back operating almost at prewar 
levels. The Germans began to realize that 
these tactics could delay the Allied 
advance by months and on 4 October. 
Hitler instsucted Kesselring to set up a 
defensive line across Italy between Naples 
and Rome. This would come to he la@\\-n 
as the Gustav Line and \i-ould k c o m s  the 
scene of much bitter fighting at a tonn 
called Cassino. 

Nonh of the \blturno River. the rwad 
that led from Naples to Rome branchsd 
into t\vo roads. one runninr along ths coast 
and the other through the mountains about 
35 miles inland. The c o a t  road. \%~hich 
followed the ancient -4ppian Way. ran 
through the Pontine Marshes and was the 
least suitable of the two. The other route, 
once it passed Monte Cassino, opened up 
into the Liri Valley and led directly to 
Rome. The Germans were determined to 
block access to the Allies. 

The Gennan defensive line actually 
consisted of two sholter lines, the Barbara 
and Bernhard Lines, blocking both roads. 
Both were designed to slow down the 
Allied advance so that the major defensive 
line, the Gustav Line, could be completed. 
It took the Fifth Army more than two 
weeks to break through the Barbara Line 
and advance 40 miles only to be stopped 
on the Bemhard Line. By 15 November, 
the exhausted Fifth Army halted to rest and 
refit for two weeks. 

In order to break the stalemate that 
was developing, Allied planners conceived 
a plan for an amphibious landing behind 
the German lines that would force them to 
abandon their positions south of Rome. 
The landing site chosen was Anzio, a small 
coastal town 35 miles south of Rome. 

The assault force of 40,000 men from 
the U.S. VI Corps, commanded by Major 
General John P. Lucas, landed on 22 

January 1944, against light opposition. By 
the end of the first day, the U.S. 3rd 
Infantry Division had advanced inland 
three miles and the British 1st Division 
two miles. Mindful of the situation that 
had developed at Salerno and fearing a 
possible trap. General Lucas decided to 
hold his position until all the troops and 
equipment could be put ashore. 

Hitler immediately ordered 
reinforcements from Yugoslavia, 
Germany. France and northern Italy sent 
in. B?- the end of the day. three divisions 
were on their a-a)- from 14.Armee in 
northern Ital!- to meet the new threat along 
a i th  some units from the Cassino area. 
.Among the \-arions units sent were 
s.Pz..\bt.508. I.ffz.Rgt.4, 
I. 'srPz.Jg..\bt.653. Sturmpanzer- 
.\bteilung 216 and Panzer-Abteilung (Fkl) 
301. By the rime General Lucas laur~ched 
an anack out of the bridgehead on 30 
Januar?_ the Germans had assembled a 
formidable defense. 

\\bile the Germans were reacting to 
the landinss at .Anzio. General Clark, once 
ayain. ordered Fifth Army to try to breach 
the Gustav Line. The Benedictine Abbey 
on top of Monte Cassino looked down on 
the town of Cassino on the banks of the 
Rapido River from a height of 1,700 feet. 
In order to reach the Rapido River, troops 
from the U.S. 34th and 36th Infantry 
Divisions had to cross two miles of open, 
swampy ground under the constant 
surveillance of German observers who 
were able to call down extremely accurate 
artillery fire. It took more than a week to 
get across the river. 

At Anzio, the Gelmans launched a 
rnajor counter-attack down the Albano- 
Anzio road against the U.S. 45th Infantry 
Division. Confined to the few good roads 
because of wet, muddy fields, the German 
attack gained some initial success but the 
line held. After five days, the Gennans 
realized they would not be able to break 
through and suspended the attack. Both 
sides suffered about 19,000 casualties 
each. A second, weaker attempt nine days 
later also failed. The inability of the Allies 
to make any headway resulted in General 
Lucas being replaced by Major General 
Lucian Truscott, commander of the U.S. 
3rd Infantry Division. 

While the Germans were occupied 



with plans for the Anzio counter-attack, 
the 2nd New Zealand and 4th Indian 
divisions were given the task of trying to 
break through the German defenses at 
Cassino and into the Liri Valley. To the 
commander of the 4th Indian Division, the 
monastery presented an insurmountable 
obstacle as long as it was intact. Although 
the Germans maintained after that they had 
no troops actually stationed in the 
monastery, at that time few Allied 
commanders believed it. After the 
monastery was bombed on 15 February, 
the elite German 1.Fallschirmjiiger- 
Division occupied the ruins. The rubble 
only provided the German defenders with 
excellent cover and made the position 
more difficult to take. Two more Allied 
attacks failed to take their objective. 

The next attack would follow another 
massive aerial bombardment on the town, 
but the weather conditions remained 
unfavorable for the next three weeks and it 
was not until 15 March that conditions 
were right. Again, the ground attack was 
met by furious resistance from 
paratroopers from 1.Fallschirmjager- 
Division, who had survived the bombing 
in tunnels and bunkel-s. Mountains of 
debris and rain filled bomb craters 
hampered the movement of men and tanks. 
On the mountain, men from the 4th Indian 
Division fought to within 250 yards of the 
summit before being driven back by the 
German paratroopers. 

General Alexander now transferred 
Eighth Army from the Adriatic to the 
Cassino area. A new offensive was planned 
with 14 divisions massed against the 
Germans. After more than six weeks of 
preparation, the Allies were ready. On 11 
May, more than 1,600 guns opened up with 
the most massive barrage yet seen on the 
Italian Front. With their usual tenacity, the 
Germans fought back holding on to their 
gl-ound except in the thinly held Aurunci 
Mountains where the French 
Expeditionary Corps under General Juin, 
advanced several miles in a few days and 
threatened to break into the Liri Valley in 
the German rear. Sparked by this success, 
the British outflanked the town of Cassino 
on 17 May and that night, Kesselring 
ordered 1.Fallschirmjager-Division to 
abandon the ruins and fall back. The next 
day, the Polish I1 Corps occupied the 
monastery after taking almost 4,000 
casualties in the preceding week. 

As the German 10.Armee retreated all 
along the front, the Allies, now numbering 
seven divisions in the Anzio beachhead, 
launched an attack towards Cisterna to cut 
them off. But General Clark, his eye on the 
prize of Rome, diverted some of his attack 
force northwest toward Rome allowing the 
bulk of German forces from Cassino to 
bypass them and escape. Two regiments 
from the U.S. 36th Infantry Division 
marched through a hole in the German 
defenses and entered Rome on 4 June 
1944. It was the first enemy capital city to 
fall to the Allies. 

The Germans continued to withdraw 
north leaving a trail of destruction behind. 
Another series of temporary defensive 
lines was being set up to hinder the Allied 
advance while the main line of resistance, 
the Gothic Line, was being hurriedly 
constructed across the Apennines 155 
miles north of Rome. 

The Trasimeno Line ran through Lake 
Trasimeno 85 miles north of Rome. Here, 
Kesselring managed to hold up the Allied 
advance for ten days before conducting an 
orderly withdrawal to a new line 30 miles 
away where the pelformance was repeated. 
By 4 August, they were back to the Arno 
Line which followed the Arno River 
through Pisa and Florence and then over 
the mountains to the Adriatic. At this point, 
they were only 20 miles from the Gothic 
Line where a last stand would he made. 

The beginning of August found both 
armies facing each other across the Amo 
River. Seven Allied divisions had been 
withdrawn for the landings in southern 
France and now General Alexander was 
forced to shift troops to pick up the slack 
for an assault across the Amo River. The 
Eighth Army was moved to the Adriatic 
coast where the terrain was less 
formidable. The plan was for the British to 
attack towards the coastal town of Rimini. 
It was hoped that the Germans would react 
by shifting units from the center of the line 
to meet the attack allowing the Fifth Army 
to strike toward Bologna against little 
resistance. On 25 August, Eighth Army 
launched its assault on Rimini across the 
Amo Line. They made good progress at 
first but soon were bogged down by 
autumn rains. The Germans reacted as 
expected and the Fifth Army crossed the 
Arno virtually unopposed, moving into 
Pisa on 2 September and advancing to the 
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Gothic Line 15 miles n o ~ t h  of Florence on 
13 September. 

There are two narrow, winding passes 
through the Apennines connecting 
Florence with Bologna, the Futa Pass and 
I1 Giogo Pass. General Clark chose the 
secondary 11 Giogo Pass believing the Futa 
Pass to be more strongly defended. The 
narrow confines of the pass made it 
necessary to employ small groups of 
infantry, often in hand-to-hand combat, to 
take the commanding heights. Soon, the 
bulk of the Fifth Army was moving 
through the pass toward their objective. 
The Gothic Line had been broken and the 
Germans again withdrew to the next 
defensive line. On 10 October, amid 
torrential rains and fog, Fifth Army came 
to a halt 10 miles short of the Po Valley. 

Meanwhile, the British Eighth Army, 
after taking Rimini, continued slowly up 
the Adriatic coast, crossing seven rain 
swollen rivers until they too, were forced 
to halt in late December. Both armies 
settled down to a period of relative calm 
with only sporadic bursts of action, 
waiting for another miserable Italian 
winter to pass. 

In preparation for a new spring 
offensive, the Allies stockpiled weapons 
and fuel over the winter months. The 
Eighth Army launched an attack towards 
Lake Comacchio on 9 April followed by an 
attack on Bologna by the Fifth Anny a few 
days later. On 21 April, both armies linked 
up encircling the retreating Germans. 
Partisan groups rose up and harassed the 
Germans by sabotaging tracks and setting 
up roadblocks. The disintegrating German 
armies were surrendering in the tens of 
thousands as the Allies raced to seal the 
Alpine passes and prevent their escape. 
The battle for Italy was finally over. 
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A heavily retouched photo of a PzKpfwi I  
Ausf.J of il./Pz.Rgt. Hermann Gbring' in the 
Niscemi area. On the afternoon of the nvasion, 
an attack on the American forces at Gela nearly 
succeeded but the massive firepower of the 
invasion fleet broke up the attack. The division's 
vehicles were painted in overall dark yellow with 
the three digit tactical number painted in white 
with a black outline. Panzer-Division 'Hermann 
Goring' used a complex system of vehicle unit 
identification markings based on a white disc with 
different colored lines correspondina to the 

Operation 'Husky'. the Allied nvasion of Slciy. began on 10 July 1943. Island defenses included 
the Italian 'Napor and Livorno Divisions along wlth Panzer-Division Hermann Goring and 15,Panzer- 
Grenadier-Division. The crew of this StuGlil AusfF8 of Pz.Rgt. 'Hermann Goring', perform routine 
maintenance on their vehicle in the days before the Allied landings. At this time, the regiment was 
equipped with 20 StuG.III and 9 StuH. in their IlIAbteilung. The crewmen wear a variety of tropical 
uniforms including the unpopular tropical sun helmet. 

numbers around a clock face. Here, the disc on A StuH42 AusfG and StuGllI AusfG of Ill./Pz.Rgt.'Hermann Gdrng'in a deft-s.,.s r :s;::3n facng 
the left front mudguard has a black line in the six the invasion beaches, while their supportng infantry take a lunch break. BoiP ,YE- 2 ES -zX.e been 
o'clock position indicating 6.Kompanie. camouflaged with cut foliage to help conceal their outline. 
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Another camouflaged StuG.ii1 
Ausf.G of IIi./Pz.Rgt. 'Hermann 
Goring' in a town near the east 
coast of Sicily. Signs on the 
buiidings in the background point to 
Catania on the left and Siricusa on 
the right. Panzer-Abteilung 129 of 
29.Panzer-Grenadier-Division, 
equipped with 43 StuG.lll, were 
transferred to Sicily on 22 July 
1943. 

An Sd.Kfz.223 leichte Panzerspahwagen (Fu) of Panzer-Division 
'Herrnann Girring' in the Vizzini area along the route taken by the 1st 
Canadian Division. An internal explosion has scattered debris around the 
vehicle and dislodged the frame antenna. 

Il.lslPz.Abt.504, equipped with 17Tiger I's, was assigned to Panrer-Division 'Hermann Goring' on 9 July 1943. Ten were lost durng the frst three days 
of fighting when they were blown up by their crews to prevent capture. During the following weeks. the German defenders were gradually pushed back towards 
Messina, where, during the nights of 10 and 11 August, 34 Panzers and 44 StuGlll and one remaining Tiger were evacuated by ferry to the Italian mainiand. 
On 17 August 1943, the U.S. 1st Infantry Division entered Messina ending the battle for Sicily. 
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After the 
surrender of the ltalian 
government on 3 
September 1943, the 
Germans moved to 
disarm their former 
allies. As a result, large 
quantities of Italian 
tanks, self-propelled 
guns and armored cars 
were absorbed into the 
German Army. This 
Semovente da 75118 
was probably 
photographed before 
the surrender as it still 
displays its ltalian 
Regio Eserito (Royal 
Army) registration 
plate. 

This Semovente da 75/18 is one of 123 taken over by the 
Germans and has had new markings applied over the standard 
ltalian camouflage paint scheme, consisting of the standard 
black Balkenkreuz and a three digit tactical number, S24', 
probably in biack with a white outline. Two of the crewmen 
appear to be wearing uniforms fashioned from captured ltalian 
camouflage cloth. In German service. it was referred to as 
Sturmgeschutz M42 mit 7511 8 858(i) 

A Carro Commando 
Compagnia Semovente da 47132, 
German des~gnation Pz.Bef.Wg. 
47132 770(i), in service with 
5.Gebirgs-Divison Note the 
heavy mountain boots worn by 
two of the soldiers. 

Another view of one of the 
Autoblinda A641 armored cars as 
it passes the cameraman. The 
Balkenkreuz on the side of the hull 
is now plainly visible. Other photos 
of this type of vehicle show the 
ltalian tactical marking system still 
painted on the angled rear sides 
of the turret. 

Two Autobinda A641 - Panzerspahwagen 
A641 201(i) - on patrol in a mountainous area. 
They retain their itaian camouflage paint scheme 
of gray-green patches over the yellow sand base 
and would likely have carried the standard 
Balkenkreuz on the front and both sides of the 
hull and on the rear of the turret. 





Saierno on the Italian mainland with the Brltish X and US.  VI 
Corps. German reaction was swift with 16.Panrer-Division and 
29.Panzer-Grenadier-Division attacking the beachhead. Here, 
an early Pz.Kpfw.lV Ausf.H from 16.Panrer-Division, lies 
concealed from roving Ailied fighter-bombers under a large tree. 
The vehicle is fitted with the new drive sprocket and final drive 
housings introduced in May 1943, but stili retains the additional 
30mm bolted on armor plates on the front of the hull that were 

1 .SS-Panzer-Korps8Leibstandarte'which was sent to Italy in August 1943 along with SS- replaced with single 80mm plates in June 1943. It also has the 

Panzer-Grenadier-Division 'LSSAH'. At this time, they were painted in overall dark yellow vision ports on the hull sides that were deleted in June as well. 

and displayed no markings. The unit remained in Northern ltaly until the middle of 
October when they were transferred back to the Eastern Front without having seen any 
action. 

An Sd.Kfz.233 schwere Panzerspahwagen (7.5cm) rolling along a dusty country 
road. It is painted in overall dark yellow and displays the standard Wehrmacht 
registration number plate, 'WH 1312055'. in white with black numbers on the front. A total 
of 129 Sd.Kfz.233 were built from July 1942 to October 1943 and were normally issued 
to the reconnaissance battalions in the Panrer divisions. 

Panzer-Division 'Hermann 
Goring' and 15.Panzer- 
Grenadier-Division were 
resting and refitting in the 
Naples area after their 
withdrawal from Sicily when the 
landings at Salerno took place. 
They were immediately 
dispatched south to biock any 
Allied attempt to advance 
toward Napies. Here a column 
of new Pz.KpfwlV Ausf.G from 
I./Pz.Rgt. 'Hermann Goring' 
make their way through an 
Italian village enroute to the 
front. They are fitted with the 
smoke candle dischargers on 
the turret that were briefly 
installed from February to May 
1943 and aiso appear to have 
the 25mm thick roof plate that 
was introduced at the 
beginning of Ausf.H production. 
The three digit tactical number 
appears to be red with a white 
outline and there was a 
Balkenkreuz, painted in white 
outline only, on the upper left 



A Pr.Kpfw.lV Ausf.H of ll./Pr.Rgt. 'Hermann Goring' passing 
through an Italian village in October 1943. The ii.Abteilung appears to 
have adopted a different slyle of marking on their vehicles than the 
LAbteilung. The three digit tactical number '7 + 11' is painted in new 
black paint which makes it appear darker than the faded black of the 
Balkenkreuz. The tactical number and Balkenkreur were repeated on 
the sides of the turret skirt armor as well. 

An Sd.Kfz.131 Marder II self-propelled anti-tank gun of Panzer-Artillerie-Regiment 'Hermann Goring' in Southern Italy in late 1943. Mounting the 7.5cm 
PaK4012, 576 Marder il's were manufactured between June 1942 and June 1943 with another 75 converted from obsolete Pr.Kpiw.ll chassis from July 1943 
to March 1944. The crew has been issued with standard M38 Fallschirmjager helmets. 

I I 



. . 

Another Marder il selfCpropelled anti-tank gun of Panrer-Artilerie-Regiment 'Hermann Goring' passing through an Italian village followed by a 2cm 
Flakvierling 38 auf schwerer Gelandegangiger Lastkraftwagen 45t. More simply put. this was a 2cm Flakvierling 38 mounted on the chassis of the Mercedes- 
Benz L4500 4.5 ton truck. The driver's cab and radiator received liaht armor Dlatino and the rear deck was fitted with foldino sides to increase the ~latform - . 
size. It also carries a striking hard-edged camouflage scheme of green stripes over the dark yellow base. 

A Pr.Kpfw.lV 
Ausf.G from ll.iPanzer- 
Regiment 2 of 
16.Panzer-Division, 
receives an engine 
overhaul by the 
divisional maintenance 
company. Part of the 
tactical number, '231' or 
'3313, is visible on the 
side of the turret skirt 
armor. The divisional 
emblem, a 'Y with a 
horizontal bar through 
it, painted in yellow 
ochre with a black 
outline is faintly visible 
on the rear plate just to 
the left of the 
Baikenkreuz. At this 
time, 16.Panzer- 
Division consisted of 
IlAbteilung equipped 
with Pz.Kpfw.lV and 
IllAbteilung equipped 
with StuG.111. Their 
IAbteilung was still in 
Germany being trained 
with the new Panther. 



A column of Pr.Kpiw.lV Ausf.G of II.IPr.Rgt.2 of 16,Panrer-Division parked along a road in Southern ltaly while their crews relax in the late summer of 
1943.The divisional emblem can be cleariy seen beside the spare track links. Although looking rather new, these vehicles have already seen some actlon n 
the Saerno area. Another photo of the vehicle on the right shows that it has taken a hit from an anti-tank round on the right side just in front of the engine 
deck and right below the hull roof which, apparently, did not disable it. All of them are painted in overall dark yellow and display a black stencil outline three 

tical number on the sides of the turret skirt armor. 

Another Pr.Kpfw.lV AusfG moves toward the front. Judging from the dark colored uniforms, it is possibly from Ill.1Panzer-Regiment 24 of 24Panzer- 
Division. which was transferred to central ltaly in August 1943 and then back to the Eastern Front a short time later in October. Afler being annihilated at 
Stalingrad, the division was reformed in February 1943 with two Pr.Abt. A IiIAbteilung, created in April 1943 was converted to a PzStuGAbt., equipped with 
two companies of StuG.III and two of Pz.KpfwlV. In the original photo, a white outlined three digit tactical number can faintly be seen on the side of the turret 
skirt armor. 

13 
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An 8.8cm FlaK18 anti-aircraft gun from an unidentified Luftwaffe Flak-Regiment.The gun Is finished in its original dark gray paint, and the half-hearted 

attempt at camoufiage would scarcely conceal it from the air against its sandy colored surroundings. This one has been fitted with the redesigned curved 
gunshield. Capable of firing a 9.24 kg high explosive shell at a murrie velocity of 820 m/s, it had a maximum effective ceiling of 8000 m. 

A 2cm Flakvierling 38 anti-aircraft gun is moved into position by its crew. Ali branches of the German Armed Forces used this gun and by August 1944 
the Lunwaffe alone had around 3600 in service. It was capable of firing at 880 rpm and had a maximum effective ceiling of 2200 m. 

14 



A PrKpfwiV Ausf.G from Pz.Rgt.2 of 16Panzer-Division, knocked out in the Britsh sector near Lucera n September 1943. An anti~tank round has 
penetrated the right side of the turret. blowing out a large hole and setting off the ammunition resulting in the rear plate being blown off. Here, the damaged 
vehicle is apparently being towed around in a field to test the efficiency of various types of mines, near 8th Army headquarters on 22 October 1943. 

A StuG.111 AusfG sits alongside a road near Satriano di Lucania. The crewmen of a Pr.Kpfw.lll Ausf.N camouflage their vehicie with cut 
southwest of Potenza in September 1943. The roof of the fighting foliage on a hillside in Southern Italy. A three digit tactical number. '121'. is 
compartment has been completely blown off as a result of an internal painted on the sdes of the turret skirt armor in red with a white outline and 
ammunition explosion. It is finished in overall dark yellow with a camouflage it is likely that it also has a camouflage scheme of green patches over the 
scheme of green patches. No unt  markings are visible but both 16.Panzer- dark yellow base. Although no unit markings can be seen, Pz.Rgt.'Hermann 
Division and 29.Panzer-Grenadier-Division were operating in the area and Goring' reported three Pr.Kpfw.lll Ausf.N on their table of organization on 20 
both were equipped with StuG.lil. August 1943 and this may be one of them. 
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Another vew of the same column of Sd.Kfzl014 self-propelled anti- 
aircraft guns halted along the street. The crew are ail wearlng tropical issue 
uniforms including shorts and the gun commander, standing in front, even 
wears the tropical sun helmet with the tricolor national emblem shield on the 
side. 

A Luflwaffe Sd.Kfz.1014 self-propelled anti-aircraft gun rolling down a 
Dalm lined street in sunnv Southern ltalv in the summer of 1943. A total of 
GI0 01 tnese vehces Nere oror: .eel l r : . ~  19:;n '0 'Y'. I .3nPj c,>rr>:)r <!.: 1, 6 ;  

7c.ll F bX?C or IdlGr d j  in 11 s case I'le T12<3h an1 -a  i rml l  g .n no..n.Po r i  
the Demag D7 half-track chassis. 

I I 
A column of new Pz.Kpfw.lV Ausf.G move through an Italian town near the Adriatic coast. The Panzer is finished in overall dark yellow and the oniy 

visible marking is the black Balkenkreuz painted on the side of the turret skirt armor. Note the dust covers installed on the muzzle brake and hull mounted 
machine gun.They are probably from 16.Panzer-Division, the oniy unit equipped with Pz.Kpfw.lV in Southern Italy at the time. 
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Another view of the column as it proceeds around the corner of a building on the same street. On the left, a sign points the way towards Bari, a port city 
on the Adriatic coast, and Bitonto, a small town a few kilometers west. 



A PrKpfwlV Ausf.G from the same unit raises a great cloud of dust as 
it moves into position among the grove of olive trees. Both vehicles are fitted 
with the 'Filzbalgfiltef engine air filter system on the right mudguard 
introduced in May 1943.The officer standing in front is wearing the Iron 
Cross First Class pinned to the left breast of his tropical shirt. 

A 2cm Fiakvierling 38 anti-aircraft gun prepares for action. Although 
only six soldiers are visible, the gun was normally crewed by a detachment 
commander and seven men. On the left. one of the two ammunition bearers 
stands ready with two twenty round magazines. The two crewmen on the 
right have painted their steel helmets with sand colored camouflage paint. 





I 
The crew of this Luftwaffe Sd.Kfz.712 self-propelled anti- 

aircraft gun strike a pose for the PK photographer. The 
Sd.Kfz.712 mounted the potent 3.7cm FlaK36 anti-aircraft gun 
on the chassis of the Sd.Kfz.7 8t half-track prime mover. 
Beginning in late 1943. some vehicles received a light armor 
plating over the driver's cab and engine compartment. 
Altogether. 123 were produced between 1943 and 1945. The 
crewmen are all wearing the distinctive tan colored Luftwaffe 
tropical uniforms that featured the large patch pocket on the left 
trouser leg. 

Another Luftwaffe Sd.Kfz.712 self-propelled anti-aircraft 
gun, this time one with the lightiy armor cab, sits abandoned 
along a road, the victim of an Allied air attack. Just ahead of it 
lies, what appears to be a 2cm Flakvierling 38 mounted on the 
chassis of the Mercedes-Benz L4500 4.5 ton truck.The amount 
of foliage camouflaging it conceals its true identity 





A British motorcyclist passes a row of 
abandoned Italian transport at Pontecagnano. 
east of Salerno in September 1943. Visible over 
the motorcyclist's left shouider is a Breda TM 40 
towing tractor which was towing a trailer and an 
Italian generator. 



M.A.N. between ~ a n u a ; ~  and March 1943 and 
features the welded 30mm additional armor 
plates on the front of the hull and one piece 
hatches on the glacis. Note the longer deflector in 
front of the driver's visor. The tactical sign for a 
Panrer Kompanie is painted on the front plate 
foiiowed by a'?, probably in black. 

I i 

5 .  : I 1  
.NO StuG.III AusfG from an unidentified unit parked along an Italian Four StuG.111 AusfG on a country road in Southern Italy during the 

street. The nearest vehicle is fitted with the smoke grenade launchers summer of 1943. All are heavily stowed with gear on the engine decks.The 
installed on vehicles manufactured irom February to May 1943. nearest vehicle displays a black Balkenkreuz on the rear plate and the deep 

wading muffler of the Pz.Kpfw.lll Ausf.M chassis can be seen on the rear of 
the vehicle on the road. 

One of the crewmen of this StuG.111 Ausf.G 
from 16.Panzer-Division, strikes a jaunty pose for 
the camera. This is one of the StuGlll Ausf.G 
manufactured from PrKdw.lil Ausf.M chassis bv 

The crew of this StuG.III AusfG from 
16Panzer-Division. relax between engagements. 
Note the facial wound on the man sitting in the 
middle. The vehicle is probably undergoing 
maintenance or repairs as the glacis hatches 
have been removed and are sitting on the right 
mudguard. 



The crew of 
cards in the sun 
foliage have been 
it from the air 

another StuGlli Ausf.G, relax and play 
A canvas tarp and some additional cut 
placed around the vehicle to heip conceal 

A crewman from the same unit poses on 
the rnantlet of his StuG.III Ausf.G. This 
vehicle is also one of those manufactured on 
the chassis of a Pz.Kptw.ll1 Ausf.M as 
indicated by the longer deflector in front of the 
driver's visor and the wide gap between the 
bolts that fasten the 30mrn supplemental 
armor above the driver's visor. 

The crew of this StuG.111 Ausf.G from 
16.Panzer-Division, show a variety of 
uniforms and headgear being worn.The man 
on the left is wearing a mouse-gray pullover 
shirt.The second is wearing the tropical tunic 
and a field-gray later style M1943 fieldcap 
with plain metal cap buttons.The third man is 
wearing a black Panrer jacket with the skull 
patches on the coilar, normally worn only by 
Panzer crew. Obergefreiter rank chevrons 
can be seen on his left sleeve and he is 
wearing the early style M1943 fieidcap with 
black metal washer buttons. The gun 
commander on the right also is wearing the 
tropical tunic without shoulder straos and an 
early pattern black fieldcap with eiiher a pink 
or red soutache. 



A r ied 
Iron C 8nd 
Class h, the 
button hum, ,,, ,,,, ,,pel 
of the Obergefreiterk 
black Panzer jacket. His 
other ab.,,,, ,,,,,,de 
an Eastern Winter 
Campaign 194114: 
ribbon in his lapel, 2 

silver Tank Battle 
Badge and a black 
Wound Badge.The gun 
commander's awards 
include an lron Cross 
First Cia,, ,,,, , .,,<er 
Tank Battle Badge. 



German troops clamber aboard a column of Sd.Kfz.250 half-tracks on the outskrts of an Italian town. This vehicle appears to be new and is panted in 
overall dark yeliow. It aiso has the additional sheet metal stowage lockers along each side fltted to some vehicles. The numbers on the front are unusual and 
are not duplicated on the following vehicle. Both have the standard Wehrmacht registration number painted on front, though the glare from the sun makes 
the one on the front vehicie almost invisibie. 

An Sd.Kfz.9 heavy half-track prime mover tres to negotiate a 
tiaht curve on an Italian mountain road in late 1943,The 18t Famo is 
towing an Sd.Ah.116 traiier carrying a severely battered Pr.Kpfw.iV 
Ausf.G from PrRgt. 'Hermann Goring' on it. The PzKpfwiV AusfG 
is painted in overall dark yellow with a patchy green camouflage 1 
pattern and a three digit tactical number, '331', painted in red with a A Commonwealth soldier lays out the track for a Universal Carrier recently 
white outline on the side of the turret skirt armor. The Famo is also recaptured from its former German ownersThe front idler wheel has been propped 
painted in overall dark yellow but has a wide green horizontal zig-zag up on the back of the vehicle. 
camouflage stripe painted on the cargo box. 

Another view of the Famo shows the camouflage stripe on the cargo 
good effect. The severe damage to the Pz.KptwlV Ausf.G is also evident 
whole final drive housing on the left side is missing. 

8 box to 
as the 



A captured British 1 1  Daimler armored car ferries 
three Commonweaith I 
prisoners, possibly from the 
4th Indian Division, to the rear. 
The armored car has a wavy 
camouflage stripe of dark 
yellow paint applied over the 
original British green along 
with a three digit tactical 
number. '028'. probably in 
black with a white outline. A A qroup of Commonwealth soldiers insoect 
black outline Balkenkreuz is a knocied but Panther Ostwallturm somewhere 
also painted on the side. on the Hitler Line near Monte Cassino in late 

1943. This one consists of a normal Panther 
turret although the majority used purpose built 
Panther turrets with 40mm roofs and fiat hatches 
in Dace of the commandeis cuDola. A total of 18 

A Nashorn from 
s.Pz.Jg.Abt.525 knocked out 
by Canadian troops near 
Pontecowo in May 1944. In 
August 1943, s.Pz.Jg.Abt.525 
was sent from Fiance to 
Northern ltaly and then to the 
Rome area in December 
1943.They were transferred to 
the Cassino area in January 
1944. They also saw heavy 
fighting in the Anrio-Nettuno 
area in February before 
returning to the Cassino area 
in May. 

Pintherturm I, mounted on a welded steel box. 
and 30 Pantherturm Ill, mounted on a reinforced 
concrete base, were constructed in ltaly in 1943 
and 1944. An additional 182 were constructed on 
the Western Front with another 36 on the Eastern 
Front. 



A German Fallschirmjager prepares to fire a 10.5cm 
Leichtgeschutz 40 (105cm LG40) recoiiiess artillery piece. Originally 
manufactured in a light alloy to reduce weight for airborne operations, 
they could be dismantled into five parachute loads or dropped 
assembled in a special shock-absorbing crate. The weapon fired the 
same shell as the 10.5cm leFH18. 

An Sd.Kfr.7 8t half-track 
the driver along with a white 
12,000 units were manufactu 

A German military police checkpoint on the outskirts of Rome.The 
uniform and shoulder straps indicate this man is a Oberwachtmeister 
der Schutz~olizei d. Reiches, who has orobablv been seconded to 
I c 3qenaarlTerle OL' es ~ I I F  1 1  form i c.1 n a 3:)  e i "7, i r  10 11 6 1  A.ro, 
1r53c.31 IJO L LIIIU 1 1  s ~ I O L  w r  a l r ~ p j  a.r. p oc1 I. gnl green &\ lh i i .er 
arc1 :fnitn Pt. ?led n ~ a  C1 Tne PC ,? nacgc 01. n s rll arc, a m r t  i t  1 
r'(1o..v 3y i111 arm banc l l o l  <cly sa,; r I !sce?zarner E ,  zrocao) n 
bat< el'ers on a g l t  q'Pen nrnn an r -  r o  ca-c; n..x .rry po w nc  
is wearing the Polizeigebirgsjager 'Skimutze' featuring a single button 
flap with cloth Polizei badge and a metal cockade above. Obviously a 
combat veteran, he wears the Infantry Assault Badge and a black wound 
badge pinned to his tunic. it's possible that he is also wearing the 
Eastern Winter Campaign 1941142 ribbon in his lapel. 



Three Brltlsh solders from the 78th infantry D v ~ s o n  examine a knocked 
out Pz.Kpfw.iV AusfG near San Salvo on the Adriatic coast in November 
1943. It has been fitted with additional 30mm armor plates that have been 
bolted to the superstructure front and welded to the hull front. The meaning 
of the small cross, visible to the left of the driver's visor, is unknown and other 
photos show that it was applied at the factory. The missing tracks have 
exuosed the curved armor shield that Drotected the final drive housinos on . , ~  ~ 

Ins P, Xzf  .i V A .sf C lo G lk IIP, c a  ! na or v.? nu.5 oys wefe lnira .?J L O  

in? P7 X r f ~  V A.7 r rapl2: 13 In? c-rred c r w n  \ , I ?  13.: tr o has o .  1 

three solders from the Canadian Three Rivers Regiment (12th ~ rmoured  
Regiment) in October 1943 Ths  one has been fitted with additional 30mm 
armor piates that have been welded to both the superstructure and hull 
fronts. The curved armor shield around the final drive is missina and has 

gun mantlet. These tanks are probably from 26.Panzer-Division, which 
fought in this area. 

up around the drive sprocket.   he soldier in front is carrying a German fleld 
telephone slung over his shoulder. 



A Sturmgeschutz.lV knocked out in the Pontecorvo area near Cassino in May 1944. 
The StuG.IV was hurriedly developed in December 1943 to replace lost production of 
StuG.111 after a bombing raid on the Alkett plant in November. The first 30 were 
completed in December 1943 and production continued until April 1945 with some 1141 
built altogether. This one is from 9O.Panzer-Grenadier-Division, which received 42 of 
these vehicles in February 1944, ail of which were coated with Zimmerit. 

Faiischirmjager troops man a 15cm sFH18 heavy artillery 
piece. The man on the left is ramming in the projectile while 
another prepares to hand the charge casing to another who will 
place it in the breech. Both men on the right are wearing the 
splinter pattern camouflage jump smock. 

Helmets on wood poles mark the graves of two of the crew 
of this knocked StuGlli AusfG near Pignataro in May 1944 
while severai Commonwealth soldiers check for souvenirs. An 
unidentifiable unit marking is painted on the front plate of this 
overall dark yellow vehicle. 

Two soidiers from the Calgary Tanks (14th Armoured 
Regiment) pose in front of an abandoned Marder Ill Ausf.H on 
the outskirts of Aquino, near Pontecorvo, in May 1944. The 
Marder Ill is finished in a three-color camouflage scheme of 
hard-edged brown and green patches on the dark yellow base. 
The only visible marking is the standard white outlined black 
Balkenkreuz painted on the side of the fighting compartment. 
The Calgary Tanks took part in the battles in this area with 
Canadian Ontario and Three Rivers Regiments and the British 
78th Division and 8th Indian Division on 11 May 1944. 



time. most new armored vehicles were being delivered with Zimmerit anti-magnetic mine 
coating which is visible here on the superstructure front plate. 

A knocked out Marder IIi Ausf.H rests on the edge of a steep road embankment 
after being cleared from the road by engineers. This photo is similar to one of another 
Marder lli Ausf.H from Pz.Jg.Abt.171 of 7l.lnfanterie-Division, but they are not the same 
vehicle. The tactical sign for a self-propelled anti-tank unit is painted in white on the 
sloped front shield with a faded white outlined black Balkenkreuz painted on the side. 

I 
A pair of M4 Sherman tanks captured by the Germans near Monte Cassino and put into service bv s.Pz.Abt.508. Judqinq from the earth veilow over - - 

o ve nfsn ?amo..l a:? 2 3  111 scr e l  d J I )dln ISS . >as 31 q !la \ aic gren '0 lne .. S 751,rr Tan* H:lllu ur  l r l ~  bililil IT ;l ':, J S P ~  2 ?;I 01 I?CI ~9 

rri'I.4 ttq; coos 31 ,I ;! se: nl tar; lo no calc i.?n p ?loo.? po nlotl ,!boic ICE IICI ~ 1 1 1  r:nbers l n  !he s 1~ C' !nP I frel o .?I c 3.' .( LY ~ r c  uSsc.reu 7 ir s 
photo by the German crewman in the driver's hatch. 
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The heavy battle tracks have been joined and the crew 
struggle to nsert the track pin to complete the task. 

Another Tiger I Ausf.E from schwere Panzerkompanie 
'Meyer'. An emblem. consisting of a white shield with a black 
cross inside, can be seen painted on the front of the hull. 
Vehicles in the unit were later repainted in a three-color scheme, 
some receiving individual names painted on the upper hull plate 
between the driver's visor and hull machine gun ball mount.This 
particular Tiger I had the name 'Strolch', meaning 'bum' or 
'tramp' painted on along with a large tactical number '8' painted 
in black on the forward side of the turret. In March 1944. the unit 
was integrated into s.Pz.Abt.508. 

In Juiy 1943; schwere Panzerkompanie 'Meyer'. under the temporary command of 
Oberleutnant Hans-Gert Meyer, was formed and sent to Italy to assist in disarming the 
Italian Army. Equipped with 8 early Tiger I's, they traveled through the Brenner Pass, 
arriving in Modena in mid November. In late November, they were shipped by rail to 
Rome. Here, an early production Tiger I Ausf.E, fitted with the pistol port on the rlght side 
of the turret, has its battle tracks installed. The vehicle is painted in ovemll dark yellow 
with a camouflaae  att tern of brown oatches ao~l ied. Markinos include a black tactical - .  . . 
number '2' on the rear of the turret stowage bin and a personal marking resembling a 
sunburst, likely painted in red with eleven white points, painted on the side of the turret. 
Most unusual thouah, is the non-standard white Balkenkreuz with a black outline oainted 
on the side of the hull. This Tiger I would later become the personal vehicle of the new 
company commander, Hauptmann Schwebbach, when he joined the unit in early 
December 1943. 

a- . V The last roadwheel IS bolted in place before 
/ the lnstallatlon of the battle tracks IS completed 

The crewmen are busy 
installing the outer roadwheels 
normally removed for rail 
transport. The unusual style 
Baikenkreuz and camouflage 
paint scheme can be seen to good 
effect in this photo. Also note that 
at this time the tactical numbers 
appeared only on the rear of the 
turret stowage bin. 

I -- I 
A vouna Feldwebe Panzer commander 

strikes iconi;dent pose in the cupola of hisTiger 
I AusfE His decorations include the ribbon of the 
Iron Cross Second Class in the lapel buttonhole 
of his black Panzer jacket and a General Assault 
Badge, awarded for assaults made on three 
different days. A black Wound Badge is just 
visible under the cord from his headset. 



I I 
Pz.Kpfw.VI Tiger I Ausf.E, s.Pz,Kp.Meyer, northern Italy, fall 1943 
This early productionTiger I has a camouflage scheme of red brown (RAL 8017) patches over the dark yellow (RAL7028) base A single digit 

iactlca number '2' IS painted In black on the rear of the stowage bin. On the right slde of the turret, a personal emblem loolang much l~ke a 
has been painted It appears to be a dork c~rcle.posslbly red. wlth eleven whlte points rad~oting out around it.The most unusual marking 
regulation Balkenkreuz painted on the slde of the hull in whlte with a black ouii~ne 

I 
Pz.Kpfw.lV Ausf.G, I.IPz.Rgt.2, 16.Panzer-Division, Salerno, Italy, September 1943 
Thls late model Pz KpfwiV Ausf,G 6 panted In overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) Markings ~nclude a standard black and whrte Balkenkreur 

painted on the front door and rear of the turret sklrt armor and black stencil outline tcictlcal number '303' palnted on the front. In oddtion. the 
Balkenkreuz has also been palnted on the Inside face of the front door so that it is st111 visible when the door 1s open The dlvis~onal emblem, a 'V. 
witk a hor~zontal bar through it, a palnted in yellow ochre with a black outllne on the left s~de of the rear plate and on the front bes~de the 
dr~ver's vlsor 



StuG.111 Ausf.G, III./Pz.Rgt.2, 16.Panzer-Division, Rome, Italy, November 1943 
This StuG I Ausf G IS pa~nted in overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) wrth a standard black and white Balkenkreur painted on the slde of 

fighting comportment beh~nd the red stencll outllne toct~col number '1024' Indcatlng ~t Is the 4th vehicle in the 2nd platoon of the 
company In front of that Is a srnoll stenc~led shipplng label 'Ve KI A' painted In black 

Marder Ill AustH, unknown Pz.Jg.Abt., northern Italy, summer 1944 - 
hs M~rcc r '  P\.isf n IS ~ r ~ n ' c ? ~  In :I (:<irr>::.:ll r(je screrne u'o . ? grccn (RA- 0903) 1.: r r : i  I : ,< in t~  (I1A 6JI I )  vuic,ies orJsn puirt?q I 
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I I 

Pz.Kpfw.VI Tiger I Ausf.E, 3./s.Pz.Abt.504, near Livomo, ltaly, July 1944 
This late product~on Tlger I Is painted in overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) with a camouflage scheme of ollve green (RAL 6003) and red brown 

(RAL 8017) sprayed In small patches The tact~cal number'311'1s palnted in whte with a black olrtllne wiih the flrst digit be~ng about 50 percent 
lorger than the last two On the left s~de they were painted high on the s~de of the turret with the two smaller dlglts even wlth the top of the 
lorger digit As 3.Kompan1e was equipped with Borgward BIV radio controlled dernol~t~on vehnles. the addthonal antenna mounted on the right 
srde of the turret requ~red the tact~cal number to be lowered The toct~cal number was repeated on the rear of the stowage b ~ n  in unlform large 

I digits The un~t emblem, a spearhead super~mposed over o styllzed track, was painted on bum sldes of me stowage b~n and a standard black 
I and white Balkenkreur was pa~nted on the side of the hull. 

P2.Bef.Wg.V Panther Ausi.A, I./h.Rgt.A, Florence, Italy, summer 1944 
Th~s early model Fz Bef Wg V Panther Ausf A is painted In overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) me tachcal number'l02'palnted in red with a white 

outline on the s~de of the turret Indicates that th~s IS The battalon adjutants vehlcle The only other v~slble markings are a standard black and 
wh~te Bolkenkrew painted on the slde of the hull In front of the tool stowa$e brackets 
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Pz.Kpfw.V Panther Ausf.A. l.fPz.Rgt.4, Rome, Italy, March 1944 
This eariy mode Panther Ausf.A is painted in overall dark yellow (RAL 7028).The tactical number '215'is painted in red with a white outline. 

A standard black and white Balkenkreuz is painted on the sides of the hull in front of the tool stowage brackets and is repeated on the rear of 
the hull between the exhaust pipes. 

Panzerjager Tiger (P) Elefant, l.fs.H.Pz.Jg.Abt.653, Soriano, Italy, fall 1944 
This Elefant is painted in overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) with a camouflage scheme of olive green (RAL 6003) and red brown (RAL 8017) 

patches sprayed on. A white three digit tocticai number '1 24' is painted just above the line where the Zimmerit stops. 
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s.PrSp.Wg.(Fu) (Sd.Kfz.232) (BRad), Pz.Aufkl.Abt 1 15, 15.Panzer-Grenadier-Division, Italy, spring 1944 
This late product~on schwere Panzerspahwagen (Fu) IS painted In overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) The divis~onal emblem, a whlte star with a 

black Ietter'B'. represenhng the last in~hal of the unrt commander, IS panted on the top rtght of the front plate and top left of the rear plate.The 
tactical sign for a reconnaissance company is painted in white on the front s~de plate 

I I 
StuG.IV, StuG.Abt.l034,34.lnfanterie-Division, northern Italy, fall 1944 
This StbG IV is panted in overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) with a camouflage scheme of ollve green (RAL 6003) and red brown (RAL 8017) 

patches A standard black and white Balkenkreuz 1s pa~nted on the armor plate beside the drlver's compartment The three dlglt tactlcal 
number was usually painted on the Schurzen orrnor plates that ore missing from this veh~cle 



~ t u r ~ a n z e r  IV Brurnrnbar, Stu.Pz.Abt.216. Nettuno area, Italy, January 1944 . 
7 - 5  i!i~.r~inl~(:. s ~3 rl?a ,) wr.r3I aark ,el ow (RAI 1028) Nrrl I csrnl. .i.ic: ,(:i.t?rrlr, f rca cr:,,\n (R4i RCI  I )  I re 2onnrt:l -.c: 1.r ;  Tre 

a I 1 I o r  ' ' rr-,.~i~o n wo8i6 on me i."oor re irc?r..e. ,.f Inerc: : :,f rncf:.j-rnqc:! ,lponr. c r i  ~ ( . I I J  , I r  (I c. ICL :it u v 7 te 

~d .~G.164  Nashorn, 2.ls.H.Pz.Jg.Abt.525, Nettuno area, Italy, March 1944 
This early production Nashorn is painted in overall dark yellow (RAL 7028) with o subdued camouflage scheme of olive green (RAL 6003) 

and red brown (RAL 8017) patches. A standard black and white Boikenkreuz is painted on each side of the fighting compaitment 0 s  well as on 
the ieft rear, The three digit tactical number '21 1' is painted in black on the sides of the fighting compartment above the engine air intake 
louvers, on the front of the curved gunshieid and again on the right reor. A unit emblem was pointed on the hinged portion of the left front 
mudguard and resembles a crouching lion perched on top of o tracked chassis.Additionai tie downs have been welded to the sides and the 
welds touched up with new dark yeiiow paint. Wire has been woven through the tie downs to hold foliage. 
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I I 
Pz.Kpfw.lll AustM, II./Pz.Rgt. 'Hermann Gijring', Niscemi, Sicily, July 1943 
This Pr.Kpfwill Ausf.M is painted in overall dark Yellow (RAL 7028). Markings are limited to the three digit tactical number '533'. painted in 

white with a black outiine on the sides and rear of the turret skirt armor. 



I I I 

StuG.111 Ausf.G, 16.SS-Panzer-Grenadier-Division 'Reichsfijhrer SS', Rome, Italy, January 1944 
I Shis early StuG.111 AusfG is painted In overall dark yeiiow (RAL7028), it carries an unusual non-standard Baikenkreur painted on the sides that 

consists of a white outiine with o second black outllne.This Is repeated on tne rear plate but is so large that the bottom is cut off. On the front 
of the mannet and on the rear plate, a black runic 'SS'symbol is also painted.The tactical sign for an assault gun company is painted in red on 
the glacis plate with a number '1 'inside. A number of the StuG.ill's of this unit had personal names of wives or girlhiends painted on the pivoting 
driver's visor, 

- 

Panzerspahwagen ABAl 201 (i), 278.lnfanterie-Division, Lortigo area, italy, fall 1944 
After the capitulation of italy in September 1943. the German Army confiscated large numbers of Italian vehicles and Incorporated them 

within various units.This Autoblinda AB41 retains Its original ltalian camouflage scheme of green patches on the sand yellow base. A narrow style 
standard black Balkenkreur was pointed on each side above the spare wheel as well as on the front of the hull and rear of the turret. It still 
ratains its original Italian tactical sign of a red rectangle. indicating 1st ccmpany. with a white stripe through it indicating 1st platoon. 



The column of 
StuGll l  Au5f.G from 
16.SS-Panzer- 
Grenadier-Division 
'Reichsfuhrer-SS'. 
pass through the 
Piazza del Popolo in 
Rome. The vehicle in 
front is a very early 
Ausf.G completed in 
January 1943 and 
features the early 
stepped mudguard that 
was hinged at the rear. 
The 'SS' runes can be 
seen painted on the 
front of the mantlet and 
the tactical siun for an - 
assault gun company is 
painted in white on the 
glacis followed by the _ . . :  . . . ~ . . .  :.. . . . 
number '1' in black. - . 

~ .~ . . -  - 



A column of Panthers from 
IAbteilungIPanzer-Regiment 4 travel aiong the 
Via dei Fori lmperiali towards the Colosseum in 
Februarv 1944. This is an earlv Panther Ausf.A ~~ ~~ 

and features the 'ietterbox' machine gun port on 
the alacis.The tactical nurnber'2lS is painted in 
red k i th  a white outline on the side of the turret. 
The vehicle appears to be painted in a severely 
weathered and dirty overall dark yellow over a 
rough coating of Zimmerit. 

A view of '215'as it rolls along the Via dei Fori lmperiaii taken from the 
opposite side of the street. Il.lPz.Rgt.4 was converted to a Panther Abt. with 
four Kompanies on 5 May 1943. On 19 October 1943, it was renamed 
I.IPr.Rgt.4 after I.lPr.Rgt.4 was transferred to form s.Pr.Abt.507, and sent 
to Italy in early February 1944 with 76 Panthers. 

Another early Panther Ausf.A following '215', approaches the 
Colosseum on the Via dei Fori imperiali. Uniortunately, the tactical number 
is illeaible. but we can see that it carried a standard black Balkenkreuz 
painteb on the rear plate between the exhaust pipes.The small box mounted 
on the left rear of the engine deck was a common addition on the Panthers 



Here we see the I 1 
Panther AusfA trailing 
'215' with the 
Colosseum in the 
background. 

A mid production Tiger i Ausf.E as it travels through Rome. 

. . 

n new Panther AusfA from I.IPz.Rgt.4 traveing with the column through Rome 
in February 1944. It is fitted with the early 16 bolt roadwheels that have been 
reinforced with 16 rivets. Note the boardinu ladder suspended from the cross bar 
between the exhaust pipes. ~ . ~ z . ~ b t . 5 0 8 ,  equipped w~th 45 T~ger 1's. was one of several units 

the Germans rushed south to meet the Allied threat at Anzio. 

Another view of the same 
Tiger I Ausf.E from 
I ./s.Pz.Abt.508 approaches 
the Forum of Trajan near the 
Victor Emanuel Monument in 
Rome in February 1944. The 
Tiger is painted in overall dark 
yellow with a camouflage 
scheme of green and brown 
patches. Although not visible. Sturmpanzer-Ablelung 21 6 was also one of the units rushed to 
it has a white outline tactical the Anzio-Nettuno area in February 1944.They were the first unit to 
number ' I '  painted on the rear be equipped with the Sturmpanzer I", which was first successfully 
of the stowage bin. A DKW NZ employed at Kursk in July 1943. This one is a mid production vehicie 
250 motorcycle has been built on a Pz.Kpfw.lV Ausf.H chassis and still has the sliding driver's 
loaded on the engine deck, visor similar to the Tiger I. In front, is an obsolete PrKpfwl l  AusfA- 
allowing the rider to enjoy the C, probably in use as a command vehicie. A column of British POW'S 
scenery along the way. can be seen marching to the rear aiong the right side of the road. 
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This is a later production Sturmpanrer IV featuring the boxed in driver's 

evident in this photo. it also had a standard white outlined black Balkenkreuz high on 
the side of the fighting compartment with a white'l '  behind it. 

A Sturmpanzer IV from Sturrnpanzer-Abteilung 
216, left beh~nd by the retreating Germans as they 
evacuated the city of Rome on 4 June 1944. This one is 
built on the Pz.Kpfv.lV Ausf.H chassis. 

A mid producton Sturmpanzer V abandoned n a feld near Anzlo s inspected by some Italian youths. An internal explosion has blown the roof off which 
can be seen lying on the ground in front of it. it is also ftted with the newer cast steel idler that was ntroduced on the Pr.Kpfw.lV Ausf.H in October 1943. 
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A Nashorn from Z./s.H.Pr.Jg.Abt.525 in the Anzio- 
Nettuno area in March 1944. This is an early production 

green and brown patches. Markings include the standard 
Balkenkreuz along with a black three digit tactical number. 
'211', painted on the side. The tactical number is also 
repeated on the left side of the gunshield.The unit emblem, 
consisting of a crouching lion perched on top of a tracked 
chassis, was painted on the left hinged mudguard. 
Additional tie downs have been welded on the sides to hold 
wire for attaching foliage for camouflage. 

A heavily camouflaged 17cm Kanone 18 in Morserlafette 
being towed by an Sd.Kfr.8 half-track prime-mover along a 
narrow Italian street. It appears that the gun and limber have 
also had some camouflage paint applied, probably dark yellow 
stripes over the original dark gray color. 
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A diminutive 3 . i  
Failschirmjager troop 
wearing the second I 

. - .. . - . . Luftwaffe tl ' ' " helmet. Thl 
dark yellow 
over 15,00' 

'cm PaK35136 anti-tank gun manned by 
s in Rome in May 1944. Both men are 
model olive green jump smock over their 

oplcal unltorm along with the distinctive paratrooper 
3 gun has been painted in a camouflage scheme of 
i stripes over the original dark gray color. In 1941. 
0 of these weapons were in service although it had 

been rendered obsolete by that time. Its .Pzgr.Patr.40 
ammunition was only capable of penetrating 51mm of armor 

A 7.5cm PaK40 anti-tank gun set up behind a barricaded street 
in Rome as the Allies advanced on the city in late May 1944. Their 

un 
crew, who were otherwise exposed to small arms and high explosive 
return fire. In contrast to the 3.7cm PaK35136, the 7.5cm Prgr40 
ammunition c 

. , '-%&by 
distinctive helmets are the only thing that identify the gun crew as _ I 
Fallschirmjager who also wear the standard Luftwaffe tan tropical 

iform. The low gunshield only provided basic protection for the 

ould penetrate 154mm of armor plate at 500m. I 

A pair of Sd.Kfz.712 self-propelled anti-aircraft guns guard the skies over Rome in the spring of 1944. Mountlng the 3.7cm FiaK36 anti-alrcraft gun. these 
vehicles were originally produced on the standard half-track chassis and later received an armored cab and engine compartment. In the background is the 
Castel Sant' Angelo. on the banks of the Tiber River, originally built as a tomb for the emperor Hadrian. 



Generalfeldmarschall 
Albert Kesselring, 
accompanied by some of 
his staff officers, observes 
a firinu exercise from the 
engine deck of a StuG.IV 
from Pr.Abt.190 of 
9O.Pz.Gren.Div. The 
vehicle looks new and has 
a camouflage scheme of 
green and brown lines over 
the dark yellow base color. 
Note as well the addition of 
reinforced concrete used to 
supplement the armor 
protection in front of the 
driver's compartment and 
the canvas dust cover that 
completely covers the 
topfblende' cast gun 
mantlet. 

Grenadiers from PrRgt. 'Hermann Goring', march along a road past a 
Panther Ausf.A from I.IPz.Rgt.4 in February 1944 near Anzio. The weather in late 
February was rainy and some of the men are wearing their greatcoats under their 
jump smocks. To the right can be seen a camouflaged Tiger I Ausf.E from either 
s.Pz.Abt.508 or s.Pz.Ko'Mever'. which also were committed to the attack aaainst ;. TCC7. f: - @X :. c: . . 

A 
- - the Allied landings at ~nz io -~e t tuno .  

- 



An Elefant from 
s.Pz.Jg.Abt.653 sits 
immobilized by a mine along 
the attack route towards the 
Anzio-Nettuno bridgehead on 
29 February 1944. A coiumn of 
Panthers from I.lPr.Rgt.4 can 
be seen approaching aiong the 
road accompanied by the 
grenadiers from Pz.Rgt. 
'Hermann Goring'. 

A Borgward BiV Ausf.6 
(Sd.Kfz.301) demolition vehicle 
from Pz.Abt.(FKL) 301 in front 
of a column of Panthers from 
I./Pz.Rgt.4 near the Anzio- 
Nettuno bridgehead. In late 
January 1944, Pz.Abt.(FKL) 
301 was ordered to Italy, 
arriving at its destination south 
of Rome on 5 February. The 
unit was equipped with 30 
StuG.111 Ausf.G command and 
control vehicles and had an 
authorized strength of 108 
Borgward demolition vehicles 
although it has not been 
reported how many they 
actually had available. 

A coiumn of 
Sd.Kfz.251/1 AusfC 
half-track personnel 
carriers advances 
down the same road. 
They have ail been 
heaviiy camouflaged 
with branches to help 
conceal them from 
Allied fighters. The 
Wehrmacht license 
number 'WH 1261663' 
indicates they are 
probably from one of 
the Panrer-Grenadier- 
Divisions that took part 
in the operation. 





Three American 
soldiers pose in front of a 
captured Elefant from 
s.Pz.Jg.Abt.653 that 
broke down and had to be 
abandoned in late May 
1944. The vehicle is 
finished in a camouflage 
scheme of green and 
brown patches applied 
over the dark yellow base 
color and a three digit 
tacticai number, '102, has 
been painted in white on 
both sides. Not visible is 
the gothic script letter 'U', 
an abbreviation for 
1 .Kompanie commander 
Hauptmann Helmut 
Ulbricht, also painted in 
white on the upper right 
side of the upper rear 
piate. 

One of the early Tiger I Ausf.E originally from s.Pz.Kp. 
'Meyer' destroyed during the battle near Cisterna 25 May 1944. 
The Tigers had been repainted with a camouflage scheme of 
green and brown over the dark yellow base color and had new 
tacticai numbers from'l ', seen here, to'8'. Note the early cupola 
lying on the ground after being blown off by an internal 
explosion. On 3 March 1944, the remaining Tigers in the 
Kornpanie were integrated with s.Pz.Abt.508. Hidden from view, 
on the other side of the road, was an overturned Elefant from 
s.Pz.Jg.Abt.653. 

Another photo of 
the same Elefant from 
s.Pz.Jg.Abt.653 at an 
enemy vehicle 
coiiection point. In the 
background can be 
seen a Sturmpanzer IV 
from Sturmpanrer- 
Abteilung 216 along 
with two large artillery 
pieces, a 15cm K18 on 
the left and a schwere 
lOcm K18 on the right. 
This Elefant was 
shipped back to 
Aberdeen Proving 
Grounds in the U.S. 
where it can still be 
seen today. 



- ., 
' - 

I ne crew of this PrKpfwiV AusfH struggle to replace a damagea rracn. 11 1s IlKely that the track simply broke since there appears to be no mine damage 
to the suspension. They have their work cut out for them as one end of the track as wound itself up between the second and third roadwheel. The white star 
marking on the rear plate indicates this vehicle is from 15.Panzer-Grenadier-Division. Beside it is a white rhomboid, the tactical sign for a Panzer unit followed 
by the number'?, indicating the company to which the vehicle is assigned. 

A knocked out Pr.Kpfw.lV Ausf.H from 
Pz.Rgt. 'Hermann Goring'. Note the white circle 
on the left front mudguard with a black bar at the 
two o'clock position indicating this is a 
2.Kompanie vehicle. A crude cross marks the 
temporary resting-place of one of the crew in the 
foreground. 



An early Panther Ausf.A from I.lPz.Rgt.4 sits abandoned alongside the road near San Giovanni Incarico, northwest of Pontecorvo on 25 May 1944.The 
vehicle is remarkably intact and shows minimal darnage.The three digit tactical number, '331'is painted in red with a white outline on the side of the turret. 
In addition to the standard Balkenkreuz painted on each side of the hull, there was one painted on the rear plate between the vertical exhaust pipes. Note 
the unusual stowage boxes (there were two) mounted on the rear of the engine deck. 

Two British soldiers hunt ior souvenirs in another early Panther Au5f.A from I.lPz.Rgt.4 knocked in the iighting around Aquno a few kilometers west of 
Monte Cassino in May 1944. Note the gun barrel in partal recoil. 
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A motorcycle 
combination from 
26.Panzer-Division in 
the Nettuno area. The 
emblem painted on the 
front of the sidecar 
apparently was a 
simplified version of the 
divisional emblem that 
was sometimes used. 

A StuG.III Ausf.G, probably from Pz.Abt.129 
of 29Panrer-Grenadier-Division; is towed by an 
M31 armored recovery vehicle along the Via 
Casalina near Mignano Monte Lungo in the 
Monte Cassino area in January 1944. A smail 
white letter% has been painted on the side of the 
fighting compartment in front of the standard 
Balkenkreuz. A Iarger'A'is repeated on the glacis 

pennants within the outline of a shield, also in 
black. On the front of the gun mantiet, a small 
white number '15' appears inside a white circle. 
Note the unusual machine gun ring mount on the 
turret of the M31. 

Two American soldiers appear to be 
repairing the final drive housing on this captured 
StuGlll Ausf.G. A neatly painted three digit 
tactical number '232' has been applied on the 
side of the fighting compartment in black with a 
white outline behind the standard Balkenkreur. 
The Zimmerit pattern indicates this StuG.111 was 
manufactured at the MlAG plant after September 
1943. 
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1943. The chassis number '92271' is painted on the 30mm supplementary armor plate on the right side of the vehicle 

An early M4A1 Sherman winds its way past several abandoned 
German vehicles including this mid-production Tiger I from 
s.Pz.Abt.508. There is no visible damage on the Tiger and it is likeiy 

The Sherman is fined with the early bolted transmission housing and 
narrow M34 gun mantiet. 
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An eariy Marder I AusfM sits in a hull down 
position behnd a stone fence whie one of the 
crew keeps a watchful eye out on the ground in 
front with his binoculars,The name 'Leopard'can 
be been painted in black on the right side of the 
hull behind the driver's compartment. The eariy 
Marder Ill was fitted with a rounded. cast cover 
on the driver's compartment. A redesigned 
welded cover was introduced at the end of 1943. 

A soldier from the US. 133rd Infantry Division poses in front of a knocked out IateTiger I Ausf.E 
from s.Pz.Abt.508 in the Cecina region in July 1944. The impact point from a round that did not 
penetrate the 100mm thick lower hull plate can be seen to the left, ThisTiger I was hit by a 75mm round 
into the engine compartment through the thinner, 80mm side huil plate resulting in an engine fire that 
destroyed the vehicle. 

Two Panzerbefehlswagen V Panther Ausf.A f h m  I.lPz.Rgt.4 near Florence during the Summer of 1944. They are both early Ausf.A with the 'letterbox' 
machine gun port on the glacis.The one in front, tactical number '102'. is a purpose built Befehls-Panther and is fitted with an armored mount for the star 
antenna on the engine deck and has the spare antenna storage tubes mounted below the gun cleaning rod storage tube.The one behind with tactical number 
'113, is a standard gun tank that has been assigned as a staff vehicle. Both Panthers are painted overall dark yellow with red tactical numbers outlined in 
white. 
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This late Panther Aus1.A from l.IPz.Rgt.4 looks as though it may have 
been pushed off a road higher up this hill after iosing a track or breaking 
down. it rolled downhill with enough momentum to bury its nose in the 
ground. The Panther is painted in overall dark yellow and it has a tactical 
number,'Zl4', painted in red with a white outline, on the side of the turret. 

A view of the lett side of the same late Panther Ausf.A from l.IPr.Rgt.4 
with several British Commonwealth soidiers checking it out for souvenirs. 
The impact from a projectile on the side of the hull has torn away the gun 
cleaning rod tube and part of the tool rack. 



A damaged early 
Jagdpanzer IV awaits a 
recovery vehicle to tow 
it to the WorkshopsThe 
transmission has 
probably seized up and 
so both tracks have 
been shortened and 
linked together 
bypassing the drive 
sprocket. The early 
Jagdpanzer IV 
mounted the 7.5cm 
PaK391148 gun, some 
of whlch were fitted 
with a muzzle brake 
like this one. From 
January to November 
1944, a total of 769 of 
these purpose built 
Panzerjager were built 
and saw their first 
action with Panrer- 
Division 'Hermann 
Goring' in the spring of 
1944. 



Another early Jagdpanrer iV passing an 88cm FlaK36!37 anti-aircraft gun emplacement n the Italian countrysde durng the summer of 1944. Barely 
visible on the sde  of the fighting compartment. is a three dgit tactcal number, '214, painted in either black or red with a white outlne. Note the 18 kill rings 
painted on the barrel of the anti-aircraft gun. 



TWO rockets can 
be seen streaking from 
a battery of 
Nebelwerfer rocket 
launchers located at 
the edge of a field. The 
15cm Nbw41 had a 
maximum range of 
6900m and the Zlcm 
Nbw42 had a maximum 
range of 7850m. Their 
main disadvantage was 
the prominent smoke 
trail the projectiles left 
that clearly marked the 
battery location for 
return artillery fire. 

A dramatic photo 
of an Sd.Kfz.712. 
mounting a 37cm 
Flak36 anti-aircraft 
gun, in action. Ttis one 
is fitted with the light 
armored cab and 
enuine comoartment 
that began to' be fitted 
to some vehicles in late 

Two soldiers from the Calgary Tanks (14th Armoured 
Regiment) inspect the remains of a captured battery of 2 lcm 
Nbw41 rocket launchers. The rockets were fired electrically in 
sequence from each tube in order to avoid upsetting the unit. 





on the left side of the gunshield and there are twelve kill rings painted around the gun barrel just behind the muzzle brake. The unit emblem does not appear 
to have been painted on this vehicle. 

Generalfeldmarschall Albert Kesselring is shown 
arriving at a small grass airstrip in his spotless 
Mercedes~Benz 320 Cabriolet B staff car. On the right 

Generalfeldmarschall der Luftwaffe that had a light blue 

., I.* . . . background with gold trim. The opposite side of the 
pennant showed a pair of crossed field marshal batons 
inside an oak leaf wreath and four Luftwaffe eagles. also 
in gold on a light blue background. Also visible above 
the bumper in front of the lefl mudguard, is the red. 
white and black command flag for the Commander-in- 
Chief of an Army. Waiting for him on the airstrip is a 
Fieseler Storch. 

A group of Luftwaffe staff officers at the train station in Lucca. about 
20km north of Pisa, during the summer of 1944. Both cars appear to be 
Mercedes-Benr 540K Tourenwagen, although the one in front has been 
painted in the military overall dark yellow complete with a shipping stencil 
applied to the drivers door and the other has a commercial paint finish. 
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out Pr.Kpfw.iV Au5f.H in the San Patrignano area, near Rimini 
in the late summer of 1944. The familiar 'Smashed by D A F '  

A young Luftwaffe Gefreiter driver poses for a photo beside another Luftwaffe staff sign, claiming destruction by the Desert Air Force, has been 
car. This new Mercedes-Benz G4 was probably photographed earlier in the war judging placed on the hulk. On 25 August 1944, the British Eighth Army 
by the dark gray paint and low registration number plate.There were not many privately launched an assault toward the Adriatic coastal city of Rimini. 
owned vehicles in Germany during the pre-war years and many new recruits had to be The Germans reacted by shifting troops from the center of the 
trained to drive when they entered the service. Only 72 of these vehicles were ever Gothic Line, weakening ther defenses and allowing the U.S. 
manufactured. Fifth Army to cross the Arno River almost unopposed. 

- > .  

other Pz Kofw IV Ausf H concealed in a 
d in the Sari ~atrignano'area, It appears 

to nave been abandoned ratherthan knocked out 
by enemy fire. It belonged to either 29.Panrer- 
Grenadier-Division or 26.Panzer-Division, both of 
which fought in the area. 

A StuH42 Ausf.G lurks in the doorway of an 
Italian building. This vehicie is one of those 
produced between June and September 1943, 
after the lower hull armor was increased to 80mm 
but before Zimmerit began to be applied. The 
bolted on 30mm additional armor plate can also 
be seen on the right side of the fighting 
compartment. 



- - - 
An Amerlcan soldler slts on a knocked out StuG Ill Ausf G It features the waffle Dattern Zlmmerlt coatlna aDDlled at the Alkett Dlant between SeDtember 

1943 and September 1944. It is also fitted with the 'topfblende'cast gun mantlet and the shot deflector in fronioiihe commander's dupola. Steel retuin rollers 
were introduced in November 1943, however rubber tired rollers continued in use until stocks were used up. 

Another Alkett manufactured StuG.III AusfG knocked out alongside a 
country road, its roof blown off by an internal explosion. It has also been 
fitted with the 'topfblende'cast gun mantlet and rubber tired return rollers. 

This Sd.Kfz.25119 Ausi.C was torn apart, most likely, by a direct hit from 
a large caliber artillery round. First developed in the summer of 1942, the 
Sd.Kfz.25lI9 mounted the 7.5cm KwK37 U24 made redundant by the 
upgunning of the Pz.Kpfw.lV with the KwK40 U43.The gun was offset to the 
right side of the vehicle and, on early versions, the roof over the radio 
operator's seat was cut out to make room for the gun. 



to be blown up'after driving ofl the road during a night march and ending up 
in a small ravine near Ospedaleno, south of Rimini, from which they could 
not be recovered. The lead Tiger has a tactical number, '312'. painted in 
white with a black outline, on the side of the turret. 

This Tiger I AusfE from sPz.Abt.508 bogged dawn and had to be 
abandoned while trying tocross asoft streambed. In orderto avoid the same 
fate, the Allies have erected a Bailey Bridge across the obstacle. 

. "  .. .,. 

A brand new late production Panther AusfA from Pr.Rgt.4 in northern Italy during ate summer 1944. Unfortunately, the signpost on the building in the 
background is not clear enough to provide an accurate location. The hastily applied three digit tactical number, '401', is likely black with a white outiine. 
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Two American soldiers with a knocked out late Panther AusfA that has 
been pushed to the side of the road. On 1 September 1944. Pz.Rut.4 
reported that there were only 10 Panthers operatjonal of the 76 that ihey 
were sent to Italy with in the spring. 

, .i 

The fire blackened hulk of an early 
Panther Ausf.A from Pz.Rgt.4 photographed 
after the war with an Italian civilian. The light 
line that can be seen extending from his head 
along the gun barrel is actualiy a scratch on 
the negative. 

A battle weary Panther Ausf.A from 
4.lPz.Rgt.4 sits abandoned in a small Italian 
village in the Monte Columbo area west of 
Rimini on 14 September 1944. Its neatly 
applied three digit tactical number, '434', is 
red with a white outline. 





Two early Marder Ill Ausf.M make their way along a slushy, snow covered mountain road, probably in the late spring of 1945. As most of the crewmen 
are wearing short sleeved shirts. the weather must still be quite warm. Both vehicles are marked with the standard black Balkenkreuz on the side of the 
fighting compartment and the vehicle on the left has a girl's name, possibly 'Linda', also painted in white. 

1 _I 
A late production StuG.IV from StuGAbt.1034 of 34.lnfanterie-Division 

sits abandoned in a farm yard, probably the victim of engine failure judging 
by the opened engine deck hatch and the absence of any noticeable battle 
damacie. 34lnfanterie-Division was the only unit other than 9O.Pz.Gren.Div. - 
to be equipped with the StuG.IV in Italy arriving in late September or early Another view of the same StuG.iV showing an additional armor plate 
October 1944. This vehicle was produced after September 1944, when hinged in front of the driver's position. Here. the opened access hatch on the 
Zimmerit was no longer applied. It appears to be painted in overall dark glacis is holding up the plate. 34lnfanteiie-Division surrendered their 
yellow with a camouflage scheme of brown and green patches and is remaining vehicles at lvrea, north of Torino, on 5 May 1945. Photos taken at 
marked with a white outline Balkenkreuz. that time show their vehicles fitted with similar additional armor. 
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I , , , ,,,,,,,,,,,,, I 
A large number of obsolete French Renault FT-17 tanks 

were captured by the Germans in 1940 and pressed into 
service: mostly for police and security duties. The Luftwaffe 
utilized this one at an unidentified itaiian airfield. Most of them 

Another captured French 
Renault FT-17. This one has a 
large white outline Balkenkreuz 
on the turret. In German service, 
they were referred to as 
Panzerkampfwagen FT-17 730(f). 

were repainted in overaii dark gray and had an oversize biack 
Balkenkreuz painted on each side of the turret. 
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